1 INTRODUCTION

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are revolutionizing many domains. Their expressivity and the wide availability of training data enables them to tackle a wide range of problems, including language understanding [8], image generation [9], and program synthesis [5], and the proliferation of libraries and programming frameworks is significantly reducing the effort to construct and deploy them [2, 4, 12].

How do we ensure that learned models behave reliably and as intended? In traditional, non-learned software systems, we ensure reliability through software engineering principles [22] such as abstractions, modularity, testing, and logical requirements. Modern engineers do not write software systems as a single code block, nor do they deploy them without understanding the system logic and extensively testing the system.

Our goal is to develop principles and tools to hold recurrent network networks to the same reliability standards. The usual approach to evaluating and analyzing trained models treats them as black boxes and uses end-to-end metrics such as perplexity or classification accuracy [7] as a proxy for reliability in production [6]. This method often views understanding and debugging the model’s internal logic as secondary. Consequently, the rich ecosystem of software engineering methodology and tools is not as mature for RNNs.

Understanding the internals of trained models is critical because production systems cannot rely exclusively on end-to-end metrics when the test data is unexpected or does not match the training distribution. For example, adversarial attacks [13, 21] have shown that models with excellent test score may not generalize well and may be fooled by even small perturbations over the input data. Moreover, end-to-end metrics are vulnerable to the “Clever Hans effect” [19]: it is possible to achieve high end-to-end metrics by disregarding the problem that we intend to solve and instead relying on spurious correlations that may not generalize to production settings [3].

Explaining these failures is challenging in end-to-end approaches. In classic software systems, developers can step through a program and use assertions to understand logical errors. However, since the model’s logic is embedded as learned weights, these procedures are not available. Although tools can help explain the model’s sensitivity to the input [11, 20] or identify salient features using a simpler surrogate model [14, 16], they do not explain the model’s internal decision making process.

To illustrate the problem, let us analyze a simple two-layer LSTM model that learnt to evaluate Boolean expressions under left-to-right precedence padded with X (for instance, the input sequence XXX1|0&1&1 yields true). The model has 99.9% accuracy on test data, but we wish to understand how the model evaluates the input expressions. Does it memorize the training data? Or learn logic? Or a mixture of the two?

![Figure 1: Activations over time of the LSTM layer for one sequence.](image)

Pioneers in the machine learning community have developed effective methods for visualizing the state of individual or groups of hidden units, for example in convolutional networks [1, 15, 17, 23, 24] and recurrent networks [10, 18]. To understand our toy LSTM, we visualize the activations of the recurrent layer (h) as stacked times series (Figure 1) [18]. The LSTM appears to “sleep” while reading the padding character X. Discerning more complex patterns, however, is difficult. For instance, the network behaves differently for two instances of the same substring |0|0|, and it is unclear why. Visualization relies on the developer to recognize the salient logic embedded in the visualized patterns. This induces a heavy cognitive burden, and is difficult to scale to even modestly sized models or more complex tasks.

There is a discrepancy in the abstractions that existing tools provide and what developers desire. Existing tools operate at the level of hidden state activations and weight matrices, whereas developers reason about logic and functionality. In the above toy example, it would be easier to ask whether the RNN has learned the Boolean OR logic than to formulate this question in terms of unit activations and weights. We propose Neural Inspection (NI) as a mechanism to help bridge this gap. The idea is to let developers ask if the model is learning higher level logic using logical constructs (e.g., in Python, automata), and to automatically check and verify which parts of

---

1The first layer contains 4 hidden states, the second is fully connected with sigmoid activation. The model was trained on 5,000 randomly generated sequences and tested on 5,000 held sequences in 5 epochs. We minimized the binary cross-entropy with L2 activity regularization on the LSTM layer, using Keras/Tensorflow’s Adam.
the model are following the logic. In our example, do the hidden units learn to process the Boolean OR?

We believe NI is an important primitive towards bringing software engineering principles to model analysis. Understanding whether a given piece of logic is learned in a distributed or localized fashion is the first step towards systematically modularizing the model architecture, generating assertions for the model’s internal neuron behavior, and inducing the logic that the model has learned.

2 OVERVIEW

Luigi is our first NI system, and operates in a hypothesis-driven fashion. Developers provide hypothesis functions (e.g., Python functions) that describe candidate logic, and a trained neural network to analyze. Luigi will output sets of hidden units ranked by the extent that each set replicates the functions’ logic. The hypothesis functions may be simple (e.g., sequential counters, n-gram detectors) or very complex (e.g., POS taggers, parsers). They may be provided as a system library, by the user (e.g., regex filters) or inferred from the data (described below). We find and rank the sets empirically: we execute the model and each hypothesis functions f on a test set of input sequences, we record the model’s activations and compare them with f’s output. We use the statistical dependency between a subset of the activations and f to score candidate pairings. Next, we will describe two types of pairings: single-unit pairing and multi-unit pairing.

**Single-unit Pairing:** The simplest pairing measures the statistical dependency between a single unit’s activations and f’s output—using Pearson’s correlation, mutual information, or some another measure. Thus, it is possible to identify specialized neurons, and understand whether a representation is local to a few units or distributed across the whole model.

To illustrate this approach, we used Luigi to replicate Karpathy et al. [10] who identified specialized units in character-level language models. We trained a 128 units-wide LSTM to predict the next character given the current one on a subset of Linux’ source code², ran the model over another subset of the code base, logged the activations, and cross-correlated them with the output of dozens of hypothesis functions that describe possible learnt features. These functions identify various grammatical structures (e.g., brackets), language keywords and parsing behaviors (e.g., nesting level), and were automatically generated. Luigi identified a dozen of specialized units for common grammatical structures, including parentheses, curly brackets, indentation, comments and common keywords such as struct and return. Figure 2 displays the output of units 53 and 127, which appear to detect comments and parentheses respectively.

Correlation does not guarantee that the unit has learned a given hypothesis function. To this end, Luigi supports verification modes. The first is to alter the dataset in such a way that the hypothesis function f under investigation changes, but not the other functions. If the target unit fires across many dataset transformations, it is further evidence that learns the logic embedded in the function. The second is generative—Luigi forces the unit’s value, samples from the model, and checks that it triggers the paired function’s output (in isolation).

²We trained the model with Keras on 6,206,996 characters of C source code and achieved 63.64% accuracy on training data.

![Figure 2: Activations of two LSTM units overlaid with the output of the comments and parenthesis feature functions.](image)

![Figure 3: Matching between RNN activations and FSM states.](image)

**Multi-unit Pairing:** This approach checks whether a group of units replicates f’s logic. To do so, Luigi runs both f and the model on test data, and it infers f’s output from the model’s activations with a classifier (e.g., logistic regression, SVM). High prediction accuracy suggests that the units may be learning the hypothesis function.

To illustrate, consider inspecting the boolean expression example. We manually wrote several finite state machines that could solve the task (e.g., Figure 3a), encoded each as a hypothesis function that outputs the current state. Luigi then checked how well it could infer the result of each function from the LSTM’s hidden state h (using logistic regression). The highest ranked pairing provided more than 99% accuracy, which suggests that the model replicates its logic very closely. Figure 3b shows the LSTM activations h colored by their corresponding hypothetical FSM states. The consistent clustering provides more evidence of the pairing accuracy (the sub-clusters correspond to different characters).

The next step is to leverage feature selection and regularization to identify subsets of units that appear to learn a given f, and disregard the irrelevant units.

3 CONCLUSION

This short paper described a model-checking primitive called Luigi that seeks to identify high-level logic learned by units or groups of units. We envision that once found, it can be used to install dynamic assertions to check deviation from the logic, generate richer sets of test cases, modularize components of the model, and incorporate other software engineering principles. Our near-term goal is to scale Luigi to thousands of hypothesis functions and real-world sequential models.
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